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Abstract

Southern Ocean (SO) clouds are critical for climate prediction. Yet, previous global climate models failed to accurately represent

cloud phase distributions in this observation-sparse region. In this study, data from the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation,

Aerosol, Transport Experimental Study (SOCRATES) experiment is compared to constrained simulations from a global climate

model (the Community Atmosphere Model, CAM). Nudged versions of CAM are found to reproduce many of the features of

detailed in-situ observations, such as cloud location, cloud phase and boundary layer structure. The simulation in the latest

versions of the model has improved its representation of SO clouds with adjustments to the ice nucleation and cloud microphysics

schemes that permit more supercooled liquid. Initial comparisons between modeled and observed hydrometeor size distributions

suggest that the modeled hydrometeor size distributions are close to observed distributions, which is remarkable given the scale

difference between model and observations. Comparison to satellite observations of cloud physics is difficult due to model

assumptions that do not match retrieval assumptions. Some biases in the model’s representation of SO clouds and aerosols

remain, but the detailed cloud physical parameterization provides a basis for process level improvement and direct comparisons

to observations. This is critical because cloud feedbacks and climate sensitivity are sensitive to the representation of Southern

Ocean clouds.
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Key Points:7

• A nudged GCM can qualitatively reproduce detailed in-situ aircraft observations,8

including size distributions9

• New model simulations have increased supercooled liquid clouds over the South-10

ern Ocean11

• Southern Ocean supercooled liquid clouds are important for climate prediction12
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Abstract13

Southern Ocean (SO) clouds are critical for climate prediction. Yet, previous global cli-14

mate models failed to accurately represent cloud phase distributions in this observation-15

sparse region. In this study, data from the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation, Aerosol,16

Transport Experimental Study (SOCRATES) experiment is compared to constrained sim-17

ulations from a global climate model (the Community Atmosphere Model, CAM). Nudged18

versions of CAM are found to reproduce many of the features of detailed in-situ obser-19

vations, such as cloud location, cloud phase and boundary layer structure. The simu-20

lation in the latest versions of the model has improved its representation of SO clouds21

with adjustments to the ice nucleation and cloud microphysics schemes that permit more22

supercooled liquid. Initial comparisons between modeled and observed hydrometeor size23

distributions suggest that the modeled hydrometeor size distributions are close to ob-24

served distributions, which is remarkable given the scale difference between model and25

observations. Comparison to satellite observations of cloud physics is difficult due to model26

assumptions that do not match retrieval assumptions. Some biases in the model’s rep-27

resentation of SO clouds and aerosols remain, but the detailed cloud physical parame-28

terization provides a basis for process level improvement and direct comparisons to ob-29

servations. This is critical because cloud feedbacks and climate sensitivity are sensitive30

to the representation of Southern Ocean clouds.31

Plain Language Summary32

Clouds over the Southern Ocean are critical for climate prediction, and may influ-33

ence the evolution of global temperatures. Thus these clouds are important to represent34

properly in models; however, recent studies have revealed models inadequately represent35

Southern Ocean cloud occurrence and phase, which drive large biases in radiation and36

subsequent climate sensitivity. Observations from research aircraft over the Southern Ocean37

south of Australia are compared to simulations with a global climate model which is ‘nudged’38

to reproduce the day to day cloud systems which are sampled. Despite being a coarse39

horizontal and vertical resolution, the model is able to reproduce many details of cloud40

phase and water content during the flights. However, the model has some biases, and41

these observations have been used to improve the model to better represent cloud phase.42

These results point to specific observational constraints for improving model simulations.43

1 Introduction44

Southern Ocean (SO) clouds are critical for climate, regulating both local energy45

input and interacting with the deep ocean circulation (Trenberth & Fasullo, 2010). Earth46

System Models (ESMs) have been heavily biased in this region (Tsushima et al., 2006;47

Trenberth & Fasullo, 2010), with too much absorption of shortwave radiation, a result48

of too few clouds. Some models have mitigated the biases against observations with clouds49

that are too bright (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012; Lohmann & Neubauer, 2018). It has re-50

cently been realized that one major reason for these biases has been the incorrect phase51

of the clouds in models. SO clouds are mostly supercooled liquid water, while many cli-52

mate models represent them as ice (e.g., Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012).53

The processes that maintain supercooled liquid clouds over the S. Ocean are com-54

plex, and not well constrained. Tan et al. (2016) found that SO low clouds were sensi-55

tive to the vapor deposition (Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen, or WBF) process and ice nu-56

cleation. Vergara-Temprado et al. (2018) found SO cold-sector stratocumulous clouds57

were sensitive to ice nucleation schemes. McCluskey et al. (2018) found that the SO ice58

nucleating particle number concentrations were some of the lowest reported. Mace & Pro-59

tat (2018) have found large discrepancies between satellite-derived and ship-based re-60

mote sensing cloud phase estimates; recent observations from O’Shea et al. (2017) sug-61

gest secondary ice production may be a contributing processes for ice formation in this62
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Figure 1. Map of SOCRATES mission flight tracks from the NSF G-V aircraft. Red is Flight

RF07 on 31 January 2018 detailed later in the text. Solid dots indicate locations of CAM6 grid

point centers used for comparison.

region and could contribute to explaining the discrepancies. SO supercooled liquid clouds63

have been identified as a significant contributor to cloud feedbacks and climate sensitiv-64

ity: the response of the earth system to anthropogenic radiative forcing (Tan et al., 2016;65

Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2019; Gettelman et al., 2019).66

To help better understand the processes controlling Southern Ocean Clouds, the67

Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation, Aerosol, Transport Experimental Study (SOCRATES)68

was conducted January-March 2018 in the context of an international series of linked ex-69

periments in the Australian region of the S. Ocean. SOCRATES featured a heavily in-70

strumented aircraft (the NSF G-V ‘HIAPER’ aircraft) with a payload of in-situ and re-71

mote sensing instrumentation (see Section 2.4).72

Figure 1 illustrates the SOCRATES flight tracks from Hobart, Tasmania, Australia73

into the S. Ocean. Flights targeted different portions of extratropical cyclones as they74

tracked across the S. Ocean storm track South of Tasmania in January and February 2018.75

–3–
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As one of the key goals of SOCRATES was to evaluate and improve cloud and aerosol76

processes in ESMs, detailed simulations of the SOCRATES environment and flight tracks77

were conducted and compared to observations. In this work we describe constrained model78

simulations that enable even a coarse resolution climate model to be compared to de-79

tailed in-situ and remote sensing observations. We evaluate model simulations with a80

state of the art ESM, and conduct sensitivity tests of different cloud processes. We then81

illustrate how the observations can inform and constrain cloud processes which are crit-82

ical for climate projections.83

Section 2 contains a description of the model formulation, simulations and obser-84

vations. Section 3 presents the core results and evaluation of the model simulations, in-85

cluding campaign averages, selected cases, sensitivity tests and the global implications.86

Discussion is in Section 4, and Conclusions and ideas for future work in Section 5.87

2 Methods88

2.1 Model89

The Community Atmosphere Model version 6 (CAM6) is the atmospheric compo-90

nent of the Community Earth System Model version 2 (Danabasoglu et al., 2020). CAM691

features a two-moment stratiform cloud microphysics scheme, MG2, (Gettelman & Mor-92

rison, 2015; Gettelman et al., 2015) with prognostic liquid, ice, rain and snow hydrom-93

eteor classes. MG2 permits ice supersaturation, and links a physically based ice mixed94

phase phase dust ice nucleation scheme (Hoose et al., 2010) implemented in CAM6 with95

modifications for a distribution of contact angles by Wang et al. (2014), and account-96

ing for preexisting ice in the cirrus ice nucleation of Liu & Penner (2005) as described97

by Shi et al. (2015).98

MG2 is coupled to a unified moist turbulence scheme, Cloud Layers Unified by Bi-99

normals (CLUBB), developed by Golaz et al. (2002) and Larson et al. (2002) and im-100

plemented in CAM by Bogenschutz et al. (2013). CLUBB handles stratiform clouds, bound-101

ary layer moist turbulence and shallow convective motions. CAM6 also has an ensem-102

ble plume mass flux deep convection scheme described by Zhang & McFarlane (1995)103

and Neale et al. (2008), which has very simple microphysics. The radiation scheme is The104

Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for General Circulation Models (RRTMG) (Iacono et105

al., 2000).106

CAM6 is the result of a long development process that concluded near the end SOCRATES107

observations described here. For comparison (see below) we also include simulations us-108

ing the older version of the model, CAM5 (Neale et al., 2010). CAM5 had a different treat-109

ment of boundary layer and shallow convective turbulence (Bretherton & Park, 2009;110

Park & Bretherton, 2009) and a simpler treatment of cloud microphysics and supercooled111

liquid (Morrison & Gettelman, 2008; Gettelman et al., 2010) with ice nucelation in the112

mixed phase a function of temperature following Meyers et al. (1992).113

2.2 Model Configuration114

CAM6 is run in a ‘nudged’ (or Specified Dynamics) configuration with standard115

32 vertical levels from the surface to 3hPa, a 30 minute timestep and horizontal reso-116

lution of 0.9◦ latitude by 1.25◦ longitude. The resolution of the model is shown by mark-117

ing the model gridpoint centers on Figure 1. Nudging means that winds and optionally118

temperatures are relaxed to an analysis system, in this case the NASA Modern-Era Ret-119

rospective analysis for Research and Applications, version 2 (MERRA2) (Molod et al.,120

2015). Data is read in from files every 3 hours, and linearly interpolated to the model121

time. Sea Surface Temperatures (SSTs) are also read from the MERRA2 analysis. Two122

critical elements are worth noting. First, the model uses a 24 hour relaxation time to123
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the MERRA2 winds and temperatures. Second, the MERRA2 analysis is interpolated124

in the vertical to the CAM6 vertical level structure. These two adjustments were found125

to enable a global simulation to reproduce the top of atmosphere balance of a free run-126

ning CAM6 simulation to within 2 Wm−2, so that the ‘climate’ of the free running sim-127

ulation is the same.128

Simulations were spun up for 1 year using 2017 meteorology. The model was then129

restarted from January 1, 2018, and run over the SOCRATES flight period for 2 months.130

Model output is archived along the flight tracks and is sampled at 1 minute resolution.131

2.3 Sensitivity Tests132

We conduct several sensitivity tests with the same configuration described above133

(Table 1). CAM6 is the control case. CAM5 uses physical parameterizations as described134

by Neale et al. (2010). Meyers switches the CAM6 dust dependent mixed phase ice nu-135

cleation (Hoose et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014) back to the temperature dependence of136

Meyers et al. (1992). Berg0.25 reduces the efficiency of the vapor deposition (Wegner-137

Bergeron-Findeisen, or WBF) process by 75%. SIP experiments modify the Secondary138

Ice Production in the MG2 scheme Cotton et al. (1986) by either setting it to zero (SIP0 )139

or increasing it by a factor of 5 (SIP5 ).140

We also perform several different experiments in response to the initial comparisons141

in Section 3. These focus around first altering the representation of rain formation (au-142

toconversion). First we modify the existing formation by reducing autoconversion by a143

factor of 10 (Auto/10 ) or by replacing the modified formulation of Khairoutdinov & Ko-144

gan (2000) with that of Seifert & Beheng (2001), as discussed by Gettelman (2015) (SB2001 ).145

Second, the Eta experiment reduces the dispersion of the size distribution of cloud drops146

(η in Morrison & Gettelman (2008)) by switching from the formulation of Rotstayn &147

Liu (2003) used in CAM6 back to that of Martin et al. (1994) used in CAM5 (Morrison148

& Gettelman, 2008). Two additional simulations are discussed: increasing IN for mixed149

phase clouds with temperatures above -10◦C in CAM6 (In10-10 ) and narrowing the CAM6150

rain size distribution by setting the shape parameter of the gamma distribution (µ) to151

a non-zero value (MuR=5 ).152

We also explore the impact of nudging, by running additional simulations with tem-153

peratures and winds fixed to MERRA2 (Fix T ), only U and V nudging and free running154

temperatures (Free T ) and using a relaxation time scale of 1 hour nudging for winds and155

temperatures (Nudge 1hr). These experiments help elucidate whether any temperature156

biases are from CAM or from the input (MERRA2) analysis. Verification of tempera-157

tures will be against SOCRATES in-situ data from the aircraft and dropsondes.158

2.4 SOCRATES Data159

During SOCRATES the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) HIAPER aircraft160

was equipped with a suite of in-situ and remote sensing instruments. In-situ instruments161

included cloud microphysical probes for measurement of both liquid and ice phase. Cloud162

droplet spectra was measured with the Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP; Lance et al. (2010))163

that provides cloud droplet PSDs for particle diameters (Dp) of 2 < Dp < 50 micron.164

The CDP Particle Size Distributions (PSDs) can be integrated to get an estimate of the165

liquid water content (LWC). Another measure of the LWC was delivered by the King166

probe (King et al., 1978).167

A 2D stereo probe (2DS) was used to determine PSDs and mass concentrations from168

particle shadow-graphs for particles in the size range of 0.05 < Dp < 3.2 mm. The size169

limit of 2DS is 0.01 mm but here particles below 0.05 mm are not considered due to un-170

certainties in the probe’s depth of field and sample area. 2DS has a set of four arms that171

deliver shadow-graphs both in the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) direction. During SOCRATES172
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Table 1. Sensitivity Tests with nudged CAM simulations

Name Description

CAM6 Control
CAM5 CAM5 Physical Parameterizations
Meyers Meyers et al. (1992) Mixed Phase Ice Nuc
Berg0.25 WBF efficiency 1 → 0.25
SIP0 No Secondary Ice Production
SIP5 5 x Secondary Ice production
Auto/10 Autoconversion / 10.
SB2001 Seifert & Beheng (2001) autoconversion formulation
Eta Reduced width of size distribution
In10-10 CAM6 with increased ice nucleation (rate)
MuR=5 Non-zero rain shape parameter (µ = 5)

Fix T MERRA U, V, and T
Free T No T nudging (U, V only)
Nudge 1hr Nudging reduced from 24hr to 1hr

the vertical direction was not working properly and, therefore, only horizontal data (2DS-173

H) was used.174

Remote sensing probes included Radar, Lidar and Dropsondes. The HIAPER Cloud175

Radar (HCR) and a Hyper Spectral Lidar (HSRL) (EOL, 2018) were also used on the176

aircraft. The orientation of the radar and lidar was changed during the flight to point177

up or down as appropriate. A description of the dropsonde data, including data process-178

ing and quality assurance methods are provided in Young (2018) and Young & Vömel179

(2018).180

Additional information on HIAPER airborne data (e.g. temperature, humidity, winds,181

pressure, position) and data processing methods is provided by EOL (2018) and at https://182

www.eol.ucar.edu/aircraft-instrumentation.183

2.5 Research Flight 7184

In order to present the results and show impacts, we will show campaign averages185

of all flights, but will also focus on a particular sample flight that is representative of many186

flights from SOCRATES. We focus on Research Flight 7 (RF07), which took place on187

31 January 2018. This flight (the red line in Figure 1) targeted a region of clouds in the188

cold sector of an extratropical cyclone South of Macquarie island (54.6◦ S, 158.9◦ E). The189

clouds were of a type that kept ‘disappearing’ in forecast models into a broken cloud deck,190

while satellite images continued to show solid cloud cover. The models being used in which191

such clouds disappeared included the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Fore-192

casts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System (IFS), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric193

Administration (NOAA) Global Forecast System (GFS) and the Australian Community194

Climate and Earth-System Simulator (ACCESS).The composite radar image from RF07195

is illustrated in Figure 2.196

As illustrated in Figure 2, RF07 featured broken cumulus cloud between Hobart197

and Macquarie Island at 56◦S. This is also seen in a Himawari-8 visible satellite image198

from 0600 UTC (Figure 3). After Macquarie island at about 330 UTC the aircraft de-199

scended to above the boundary layer and began cloud sampling with an above cloud leg200

over a supercooled air mass. Cloud top was about 1.5km for the whole layer, and the201

surface was cloud free. The cloud deck was solid on top, but thin with cellular structure.202
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Figure 2. HIAPER Cloud Radar data from SOCRATES Research Flight 7 (RF07) illus-

trating flight altitude (thin red line) and observed clouds over time. The color bar indicates

reflectivity in dBz.

Figure 4 is a visible wing camera image of the cloud layer at 410z just before turning north203

(58◦S), illustrating it was optically thick. There were spots where the ocean was visi-204

ble through small holes in the cloud. There was some thin cloud at 4.5-6km in this re-205

gion, seen in the distance of the image in Figure 4.206

The plane then headed north, sampling in and out of the cloud layer. There was207

pretty significant probe icing in the cloud, and the temperatures were just below freez-208

ing (see Temperature curtain in Figure 5). Near Macquarie island (500 UTC on the re-209

turn) there were multiple cloud layers, with more extensive cloud and drizzle. Mixed phase210

graupel or snow was visible in some shafts from the plane and on the particle instruments.211

North of Macquarie island the lower cloud deck was more broken, and a shallow cumu-212

lus deck extended from about 1-2km.213

3 Results214

In order to better characterize the flights, we show examples of model and obser-215

vational comparisons from RF07, then show how this generalizes to averages over the216

whole campaign and the model climatology. We use observations from the aircraft as well217

as broader scale satellite observations.218

3.1 RF07 Results219

Figure 5 illustrates temperatures along the flight track from RF07 and the base CAM6220

nudged simulation. Model temperatures are generally within 1-2◦ of the aircraft at all221

times, as the temperatures are nudged to MERRA2 with a 24 hour relaxation time. The222

top of the boundary layer in the cloud layer from 4 to 6 UTC is just below the freezing223

level, with the ocean surface just above freezing.224

The structure of the temperature biases is more easily seen in a comparison to the225

last dropsonde at 3:44 UTC (Figure 6). At 800-750 hPa, right at the top of the bound-226

ary layer, CAM6 is missing the temperature inversion seen in the observations. The in-227

version is much finer vertical resolution than the model, but even the binned average has228

a bias of several ◦C in this layer. The lack of resolution of the inversion results in high229
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Figure 3. Himawari-8 Visible satellite image at 600 UTC, 31 January 2018 showing cloud

field. Also indicated is the aircraft flight track up to 600 UTC with wind vectors from aircraft

observations along the flight track. Yellow indicates the flight track, red 500–600 UTC.
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Figure 4. Aircraft forward camera image from 410 UTC near turnaround latitude.

humidity in the layer above the boundary layer top. There is a moderate humidity bias230

in the boundary layer up to 800 hPa in CAM6. While the zonal wind is well reproduced231

(perhaps too high right near the surface), the meridional wind has a significant bias.232

To check whether this bias is the result of the nudging data, we fixed the temper-233

atures and winds to MERRA2 analysis and re-ran the simulation (Fix T ). Figure 7 shows234

the comparison between MERRA2 winds and temperatures and the dropsonde obser-235

vations. The temperature bias is significantly reduced, leading to improved humidity above236

the boundary layer. But the wind biases remain. The zonal wind bias is larger than the237

base case at the top of the boundary layer. Thus the wind biases may come from the in-238

put reanalysis data, while the temperature bias and inversion bias seem to be a result239

of CAM simulations pushing the model away from the analysis. Experiments with 1 hour240

nudging (Nudge 1hr), or no temperature nudging (Free T ), confirm this trend: 1 hour241

nudging has an intermediate temperature bias between analysis temperatures (Figure 7)242

and 24 hour nudged temperatures (Figure 6), while no temperature nudging yields a larger243

bias than 24 hour nudging in Figure 6.244

Figure 8 illustrates that these temperature biases are a general feature of the CAM6245

simulations for the whole campaign (119 dropsondes). There are consistent ∼1◦ (range246

of -2.5 to 0) temperature biases at the top of the PBL, indicating the lack of an inver-247

sion in the base CAM6 24 hour nudged simulation. Associated with this temperature248

bias is a positive ∼20% relative humidity bias, nearly half of which is due to the colder249

temperatures. Figure 8B indicates that this is not due to the input data, as the MERRA2250

reanalysis temperatures are on average only 0.2 ◦C colder than the dropsondes (range251

of -1 to 0). This also significantly reduces the humidity bias (Figure 8D), and reduces252

the error due to temperature (compare to red line in Figure 8C and D). Note that the253
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Figure 5. Temperatures along the flight track from RF07, showing the entire flight as a func-

tion of time from right to left. Note that latitude decreases (southward flight to 4:11 UTC and

then increases again as the plane turned around. Freezing level (273K) is the thin red line. The

bottom panel shows aircraft altitude (solid black) and dropsonde locations (dashed gray) on top

of the simulated temperature curtain from the CAM6 base case. Top panel illustrates the aircraft

temperature at flight level (ATX black) and model temperature (CAM6) interpolated to the

flight level.

–10–
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A) Temperature B) Relative Humidity C) Zonal Wind D) Meridional Wind

AVG DROP

Figure 6. Comparison of dropsonde between CAM6 (red), dropsonde (black), and dropsonde

binned to CAM6 levels (blue). (A) Temperature (B) Relative Humidity with respect to Liquid

(RH wrt liquid, %), (C) Zonal Wind (m/s) and (D) Meridional Wind (m/s).

AVG DROP

A) Temperature B) Relative Humidity C) Zonal Wind D) Meridional Wind

Figure 7. As for Figure 6 but for a CAM6 simulation with fixed MERRA-2 temperatures and

winds.
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A) Base Temp Diff C) Base RH DiffB) MERRA2 Temp Diff D) MERRA2 RH Diff

Figure 8. Average temperature (A and B) and relative humidity (C and D) differences from

SOCRATES dropsondes at the sonde locations and times from CAM6 24 hour nudged simulation

(A and C) and using fixed MERRA-2 Temperatures (B and D). Red line in C and D (RH plots)

is the RH estimated assuming the radiosonde temperature for saturation (no temperature error).

Light blue shading is the range of all radiosonde differences, red dashed lines in C and D are the

range of all RH differences where simulated RH is estimated using model specific humidity and

saturation humidity is estimated using dropsonde temperature.

fixed temperature (MERRA2) simulation does have interactive (not fixed) specific hu-254

midity.255

Figure 9 illustrates a curtain of cloud hydrometeors (liquid, ice and supercooled256

liquid) observed and simulated for RF07. The CDP and F2DS were used to estimate liq-257

uid and ice mass concentrations, respectively. CAM6 simulates a boundary layer cloud258

deck throughout the whole flight, with some higher ice clouds on the return near Hobart259

(from 5 to 7 UTC). The cloud layer sampled in the observations and model from 4-6 UTC260

is a mix of supercooled liquid and ice, of about the same mass concentration. Clouds are261

present at the top of the PBL, with no cloud in the surface layers. The dominant hy-262

drometeor for much of this time in both models and observations is supercooled liquid,263

which appears to be about the right mass over the flight, with wide variation of the liq-264

uid and ice in the model and observations.265

SOCRATES is a unique campaign for its extensive sampling of cloud drop and crys-266

tal size distributions in Southern Ocean supercooled liquid clouds. CAM6 is uniquely267

placed to take advantage of this evaluation opportunity, since the two moment micro-268

physics scheme (Morrison & Gettelman, 2008; Gettelman & Morrison, 2015) has a prog-269

nostic representation of the size distribution. Here we use the moments of the size dis-270

tribution with the functional form of the gamma distribution assumed in the MG2 scheme,271

to reconstruct the size distribution for all the hydrometeors (liquid, ice, rain and snow)272

in CAM6, and compare this to observations from the suite of instruments on the GV air-273

craft during SOCRATES. Figure 10 illustrates the reconstructed distributions for (A)274

All, (B) Cold (T< 0◦C) and (C) Warm (T> 0◦C) clouds at pressures greater than 750hPa,275

–12–
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Figure 9. Cloud hydrometeors along the flight track from RF07, showing the entire flight

as a function of time from right to left. Note that latitude decreases (southward flight to 4:11

UTC and then increases again as the plane turned around. The bottom panel shows aircraft

altitude (solid black) on top of the simulated cloud mass from the CAM6 base case. Top panel

illustrates the aircraft liquid (red), ice (blue) and supercooled liquid (green) at flight level and

model (CAM6) liquid (red), ice (blue) and supercooled liquid (green) interpolated to the flight

level. Bottom panel shows the dominant (largest mass) hydrometeor by color from the simulation

(Liquid = Red, Ice = Blue and Supercooled liquid = Green). Increased intensity of the color in-

dicates higher water content. The colorbar shows the scale for supercooled liquid. Yellow contour

is cloud fraction greater than 10%. The model was sampled every minute, and the observational

data were also average to one minute.
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(A) All Clouds (B) Cold (T<0°C) Clouds (C) Warm (T>0°C) Clouds

Figure 10. Size distributions from observations (thin lines) and reconstructed model hydrom-

eteor size distributions (thick colored lines) for low level clouds (P>750mb) as indicated in the

legend. Selected cloud probe data shown as 2DS for all particles (thin black) and round particles

(thin gray) and CDP (thin black dotted). (A) All clouds, (B) Cold clouds, (C) Warm clouds.

Model is sampled along the flight track at aircraft altitude.

to isolate shallow clouds near the surface. The model is sampled along the flight track276

at aircraft altitude.277

Note the extreme scale separation for this comparison. Observed size distributions278

for in-situ instruments are constructed from 1 hertz data, representing a sample volume279

of few cm2 cross section and 150m of flight distance (in 1 second), with about 5000 sam-280

ples total. Simulated size distributions are assumed functional averages of a single ‘in-281

cloud’ quantity per grid volume, typically 100km x 100km horizontal by 200m vertical.282

Given the limitations of a functional size distribution (e.g., fixed width), CAM6 does a283

remarkably good job at reproducing size distributions observed from the aircraft. Indi-284

vidual flights have similar characteristics.285

Several aspects are notable. First, the size distribution for warm liquid clouds looks286

reasonable (Figure 10C) with a peak between 10-20 µm. However, for cold clouds, in gen-287

eral there does not seem to be enough supercooled liquid (see below for a discussion of288

sensitivity tests), but this varies on a flight by flight basis and depends on the type of289

cloud. The size distribution appears to be broader than observed from the aircraft cloud290

probes, with not enough peak number concentration. The snow size distribution seems291

well reproduced (Figure 10B), but there appears to be too much warm rain (Figure 10C),292

leading to too many cloud drops between 100 and 1000 µm, though this is a difficult area293

for instruments to observe, and there are discrepancies between the instrumentation. A294

similar plot for only flight RF07 indicates slightly less warm rain, and slightly more liq-295

uid in the shallow clouds for this flight, but the amount of liquid is still under-represented296

relative to the measurements.297

We conducted an experiment to reduce the width of the size distribution for liq-298

uid (Eta). This did indeed reduce the width to look more like the observations in Fig-299
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ure 10. However, decreased width does not significantly increase the number of super-300

cooled liquid drops. There are small increases in the total liquid number seen with in-301

creases in liquid water associated with reduction of the autoconversion rate and increase302

in water (Auto/10 ), and decreases in total number and liquid water associated with the303

SB2001 autoconversion experiment.304

Narrowing the size distribution for rain from an exponential (shape parameter µ =305

0) to µ = 5 (MuR=5 ), reduced the larger rain sizes as expected, but significantly in-306

creased rain mass, not improving the comparison to observations.307

3.2 Sensitivity Tests308

We now turn to sensitivity tests where we vary the model formulation to test how309

it impacts the cloud and radiation simulation in the SOCRATES region and how it com-310

pares to observations. For a broader perspective, we look at regional averages from satel-311

lite data for January and February 2018. These are taken from the Clouds and the Earth’s312

Radiant Energy System (CERES) retrievals (Wielicki et al., 1996; Loeb et al., 2018). Specif-313

ically we use version 4.1 of the Energy Balance Adjusted Flux (EBAF) product (DOI:314

10.5067/TERRA-AQUA/CERES/EBAF-TOA L3B004.1) and of the Synthesis product315

(SYN) version 4.1 (DOI: 10.5067/Terra+Aqua/CERES/SYN1degMonth L3.004A). We316

look at monthly averages for January and February 2018, as well as daily averages over317

this period, and long term 15 year climatologies to try to understand the model solu-318

tions and comparisons in a broader context (see Section 3.3 below).319

Figure 11 illustrates regional (45-65◦S, 135-160 ◦E) 2 month means from the sim-320

ulations and CERES data for large scale quantities that are important for cloud physics321

and for driving radiative fluxes. Higher water amounts (LWP, Figure 11A) are found with322

Fixed T or 1 hour nudging (Nudge 1hr), and lower LWP with free running temps (Free323

t) or for the CAM5 simulations. The revised Seifert & Beheng (2001) autoconversion324

scheme (SB2001 ) results in lower LWP, similar to CAM5. Ice Water Path (Figure 11B)325

is higher for CAM5 and for reduced Bergeron (Berg0.25, vapor deposition) and the Mey-326

ers et al. (1992) empirical ice nucleation as a function of temperature (Meyers). Both327

Berg0.25 and Meyers are elements of CAM5 physics. Less liquid and more ice is expected328

from these changes to phase partitioning.329

The CERES SYN LWP product mean for these two months in the SOCRATES re-330

gion is lower than most CAM simulations except the CAM5 and SB2001 simulations,331

though it is not that well correlated with CAM simulations on a day-to-day basis. Note332

that this is a different result than implied by the SOCRATES in-situ data in Figure 9,333

which will be analyzed further below. CERES LWP and IWP are estimated from an as-334

sumed particle size (10µm for liquid and 30 µm for ice) and a retrieved optical depth from335

infrared reflectance (CERES SYN Edition 4 Data Quality Summary). As such, partic-336

ularly for ice water path, CERES may not match the observed SOCRATES ice and snow337

sizes (Figure 10). Accordingly we do not show the CERES IWP (0.2 kg m−2), which is338

much larger than LWP in this region. In addition, CERES and modeled LWP includes339

the entire atmospheric column, whereas Figure 10 includes only pressures > 750hPa, thus340

a subset of clouds. Even the 10µm liquid radius is significantly smaller than simulated341

(Figure 11D).342

Thus the observational comparisons with CERES in Figure 11 with the exception343

of Short Wave Cloud Radiative Effect (SWCRE, Figure 11F) and cloud fraction (Fig-344

ure 11C) are heavily derived products from CERES and are subject to large retrieval un-345

certainties, and likely provide a limited prospective (e.g., Mace & Protat, 2018).346

Figure 11C indicates less total cloudiness for CAM5 than the other simulations.347

CERES EBAF 4.1 total cloud amounts for the same region and a 2 month average of348

January and February 2018 are shown on the figure, and fall between CAM5 and CAM6349
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simulations. Total cloud area on a day to day basis is fairly well correlated between the350

CAM simulations (coefficient of 0.3 to 0.4). CAM5 is slightly better correlated than CAM6.351

Cloud fraction is low in CAM5, while CAM6 has too many, but the differences are small:352

±5% around 89% cloud cover.353

CAM5 simulated cloud top drop size (Figure 11D) is notably smaller than CAM6354

and its variants, and corresponding to larger cloud drop number (Figure 11E). The re-355

sult of the smaller sizes, with less liquid and more ice, is reduced (less negative) cloud356

forcing over this 2 month period (Figure 11F). The CAM5 (Meyers et al., 1992) ice nu-357

cleation parameterization (Meyers) seems to be responsible for this, as it has results closer358

to CAM5. We also explored increasing ice nuclei for temperatures T>-10◦C (In10-10 ),359

and this increased IWP to even larger values than CAM5 (off scale on Figure 11B). CAM5360

has the often seen model bias of too few and too bright SO clouds.361

Interestingly, the less negative SW cloud forcing (radiative effect) is associated with362

lower cloud optical thickness, with CERES having a lower mean optical thickness than363

most of the CAM simulations. Note that CERES optical thickness is derived from in-364

frared radiances on geostationary satellites and MODIS, and also has assumptions in it.365

The SB2001 simulation, with lower LWP and cloud optical depth, but higher cloud frac-366

tion and larger effective radius, as well as less ice water path (and significant supercooled367

liquid), seems to best reproduce the CERES observations during the SOCRATES pe-368

riod. The SW Cloud Radiative Effect (Figure 11) is similar to CERES with similar op-369

tical thickness but too much cloud cover.370

With respect to some of the other sensitivity tests, it is notable that adjusting the371

Secondary Ice Production (SIP) parameterization does not do much to the water path372

or number concentration, whether it is turned off (SIP0 ) or increased (SIP5 ). As noted,373

Meyers makes ice and liquid partitioning (and radiative effects) look more like CAM5,374

and is a big reason for the difference between model versions over the S. Ocean. These375

results demonstrate that the radiative properties of SO clouds in CAM, are sensitive to376

the ice nucleation scheme, similar to findings by Tan et al. (2016). This is discussed fur-377

ther in Section 3.3 below. Changing autoconversion (SB2001 and Auto/10 ) has large378

impacts on LWP and cloud radiative properties.379

Nudging has a non-negligible impact on water and ice partitioning. FixT and Nudge380

1hr have less T bias, but higher cloud water (Figure 11A) and stronger cloud forcing (Fig-381

ure 11G). The free running temperature simulation (Free T ) has less cloudiness (Fig-382

ure 11C), smaller sizes (Figure 11D) and reduced magnitude of SW Cloud Radiative Ef-383

fect (Figure 11F). But the PBL structure has a larger bias in Free T (Figure 8).384

As a more detailed illustration and comparison to SOCRATES observations, Fig-385

ure 12 illustrates a simulation of flight RF07 with CAM5 cloud microphysics, for com-386

parison to Figure 9. CAM5 features the Meyers et al. (1992) representation of ice nu-387

cleation as a function of temperature, and diagnostic precipitation, and so there is very388

little supercooled liquid water. This does not match observations in the top panel of Fig-389

ure 12, where the CAM5 simulation has ice (blue) and some warm liquid (red), but al-390

most none of the supercooled liquid water (green) seen in the observations. This is clear391

indication that the revisions to cloud phase representation and partitioning in CAM6 are392

an improvement over CAM5 when compared to SOCRATES observations, even if the393

overall radiative effects in CAM5 are closer to CERES (Figure 11F). The SB2001 sim-394

ulation has improved SW CRE (Figure 11F), but maintains supercooled liquid similar395

to CAM6 in Figure 9.396

One additional note is that in CAM5 clouds are present all the way down to the397

lowest model layer (‘stratofogulus’), which was not observed during RF07 or other flights.398

This improvement is likely related to the new unified moist turbulence scheme (CLUBB),399

in which turbulence is driving cloud formation, in better agreement with observations.400
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Figure 11. Jan-Feb 2018 2 month Mean over 65-45 ◦S and 135-160 ◦E of (A) Liquid Wa-

ter Path (TGCLDLWP), (B) Ice Water Path (TGCLDIWP), (C) Total Cloud Cover (CLD-

TOT), (D) Cloud Top Effective Radius (ACTREL), (E) Cloud Top Drop Number Concentration

(ACTNL), (F) Top of Atmosphere Short Wave Cloud Radiative Effect (SW CRE), (G) Total

cloud optical depth. Sensitivity tests from CAM as described in Table 1 in blue, and CERES

observations in Red where available.
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Figure 12. As for Figure 9 but for a simulation using ’CAM5’ physical parameterizations.
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3.3 Global Implications401

Finally we look at the longer term and global implications of these results. The dif-402

ferent model formulations do not just have different results in the S. Ocean, but their403

climate is different globally. We have tested CAM5, CAM6 Meyers and SB2001 formu-404

lations. These simulations are detailed in Gettelman et al. (2019). Simulations are sim-405

ilar to the nudged runs (same code basis, same resolution) but run with climatological406

Sea Surface Temperatures and no nudging. Simulations are 10 years long.407

Figure 13 illustrates four different configurations of 10 year long free running CAM408

simulations compared to a long term annual climatology from 15 years of CERES EBAF409

4.1 data. Here some of the results of Figure 11 can be put into context. In the S. Ocean,410

over all longitudes, SOCRATES region between 65-45 ◦S, CAM5 has too weak SWCRE411

and LWCRE relative to CERES. The SWCRE is too strong in CAM6, while the SB2001412

formulation is much closer to CERES observations. This is consistent with Figure 11 in413

the smaller SOCRATES region. However, the LWCRE has less bias in CAM6 and SB2001414

and the tropics are significantly better. The SOCRATES region seasonal (DJF) SW Root415

Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the CAM simulations and CERES EBAF4.1 is larger416

for CAM6 (24 Wm−2) than CAM5 (9.7 Wm−2) but the Global Annual RMSE is smaller417

for CAM6 (9.1 Wm−2) than CAM5 (12.4 Wm−2) while CAM6 with Meyers et al. (1992)418

ice nucleation (Meyers) is intermediate between them. The use of Seifert & Beheng (2001)419

autoconversion (SB2001 ) yields lower RMSE versus CERES than CAM6 for the SOCRATES420

region seasonal DJF RMSE (16 Wm−2), and the lowest global RMSE (8.2 Wm−2).421

The difference in mean state yields a different climate response. As noted by Get-422

telman et al. (2019), CAM5 and CAM6 have different climate sensitivity (the surface tem-423

perature response to an imposed forcing) which was found to be a result of different cloud424

feedbacks (the radiative response of clouds to surface warming). Gettelman et al. (2019)425

found that this difference was partially due to high latitude cloud processes and the dif-426

ferent distribution of supercooled liquid water. As noted by Tan et al. (2016) and oth-427

ers, without supercooled liquid (CAM5) there is a negative cloud phase feedback when428

ice clouds become liquid in a warmer world. But if these clouds are supercooled liquid429

(CAM6), this negative feedback is not present.430

4 Discussion431

CAM6 nudged simulations do a remarkably good job in capturing SOCRATES ob-432

servations of clouds and cloud microphysics. The nudging technique reproduces cloud433

regimes in similar locations to the aircraft, particularly with respect to supercooled liq-434

uid clouds. There are some biases in the structure of the inversion at the top of bound-435

ary layer in the simulations, which can be partially mitigated by fixing temperatures to436

the input data. Setting nudging timescales and parameters (whether to nudge temper-437

ature or not) will affect the cloud simulation, and while temperatures may move closer438

to observations (Figure 7), cloud simulation (cloud fraction, cloud phase, water content,439

and radiative effects) may change significantly and be further from CERES observations440

(Figure 11).441

Given these caveats about the method, the resulting cloud properties agree quite442

well with SOCRATES observations on individual flights, particularly given the scale sep-443

aration between model and observations. Supercooled liquid clouds are produced exten-444

sively in cold sectors of cyclones in the S. Ocean targeted by SOCRATES. Supercooled445

liquid is better than in previous versions (CAM5) and this is largely due to the new mixed446

phase ice nucleation which is now dependent on available ice nuclei rather than an em-447

pirical function of temperature.448

Cloud hydrometeor size distributions are also broadly reproduced across both ice449

and liquid from small cloud drops to large rain and snow particles. The model has some450
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Figure 13. Zonal annual mean climatology of (A) SW and (B) LW Cloud radiative effects

from CAM simulations and CERES observations (EBAF4.1).
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systematic deficiencies however. For warm clouds, there may be too much mass of rain,451

particularly around 100 micron diameter. For cold clouds, snow is well reproduced, but452

supercooled droplet size distributions tend to have too few numbers and an insufficient453

peak in the size distribution at 10-20 microns. Modifcation of the dispersion of the size454

distribution does improve these results slightly, but does not increase overall drop num-455

bers. Overall number is increased by reducing autoconversion.456

Achieving radiative closure for cloud microphysics and radiation is difficult, even457

with observations. The CAM5 simulated LWP over the entire region and period is 50%458

lower than CAM6 (Figure 11A) and the IWP is 50% higher (Figure 11B). This likely459

leads to the lower cloud fraction (Figure 11C) and ultimately weaker SW CRE (Figure 11F)460

and lower optical depth (Figure 11G) simulated by CAM5 compared to CAM6. Small461

(Figure 11D) and numerous (Figure 11E drops compensate for low LWP. Meanwhile, in462

situ observations from SOCRATES suggest that the dominant cloud phase simulated in463

CAM5 (ice) is far different from observed (supercooled liquid) and the cloud location464

(boundary layer top) also differs in CAM5. CERES also retrieves more ice than liquid,465

which does not match SOCRATES in-situ observations. These comparisons call into ques-466

tion cloud products from the broader CERES observations in Figure 11. However, the467

SB2001 experiment looks much closer to the CERES observations for LWP and SW CRE468

with less water, while maintaining significant supercooled liquid water (similar to CAM6 ),469

demonstrating that multiple physical processes (ice nucleation, autoconversion) likely470

play an important role in how S. Ocean clouds are represented in CAM6.471

The size distribution biases may contribute to the inability to reproduce the zonal472

mean structure of overall climatological cloud radiative effect, and having too few cloud473

drops may imply a larger mean size. However, the experiments with adjusted autocon-474

version indicate that lower water path (found in SB2001) can also improve the compar-475

isons with observations. The mass seems to be the first order effect, with size distribu-476

tions a second order effect. However, with larger drops it may be possible to maintain477

a larger liquid water path. Note that the CERES LWP product assumes a 10 micron size,478

so comparisons with in-situ observations are perhaps more relevant.479

This analysis with observations provides a process (and observationally constrained)480

pathway to improve simulations further. Better constraints on condensate mass from the481

observations are still being developed for SOCRATES, and these will be valuable in adding482

an additional constraint on the the simulations and resulting radiative properties. Be-483

cause cloud feedbacks and climate sensitivity are dependent on the microphysics (phase,484

water content) of S. Ocean clouds, this is critical for constraining climate projections.485

SOCRATES observations confirm that SO clouds are mostly supercooled liquid, simi-486

lar to CAM6.487

5 Conclusions488

Nudged simulations with a global climate model (CAM6) even at coarse horizon-489

tal and vertical resolution are able to capture many of the important features of specific490

cloud systems observed by SOCRATES. Successful simulations have some biases in the491

boundary layer structure related to vertical resolution and to nudging itself, and some492

care must be taken in understanding the purpose of nudging as changing the temper-493

ature structure changes the overall cloud simulation. The fact that improving the tem-494

peratures relative to analysis temperatures may degrade the overall cloud simulation in-495

dicates problems fitting one model (CAM) to another model (MERRA2) state and/or496

compensating biases in CAM.497

Comparisons between model and observations for flights into supercooled liquid clouds498

during SOCRATES show that improvements to the ice nucleation scheme in CAM6 re-499

sult in significant improvements in the representation of supercooled liquid water. CAM500
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is not sensitive to Secondary Ice Production in the SO region, but is sensitive to ice nu-501

cleation, and changes in warm rain formation (autoconversion).502

One of the most unique features of this study is the ability to compare detailed cloud503

microphysics (phase and size distributions of different hydrometeors) across scales be-504

tween large scale models and in-situ observations. This works particularly well in the rel-505

atively uniform cloud regimes observed during SOCRATES RF07 and other SOCRATES506

flights.507

However, biases remain, and cloud closure between microphysics and radiation is508

difficult. While the overall microphysics and phase of clouds in CAM6 looks quite good509

for SOCRATES clouds, when a broader climatological picture is explored over the SOCRATES510

region, there are significant biases in radiative fluxes. The details of the cloud physics511

might be creating biases such that the right radiative response is occurring for the wrong512

reasons in either the model or satellite retreivals. The radiative response can be improved513

with less water path through the use of a revised autoconversion scheme (SB2001 ), but514

still does not match droplet numbers seen in the aircraft observations. It is likely that515

the CERES retrievals of microphysics (LWP and IWP) from radiative fluxes have sig-516

nificant biases due to fixed specification of particle size. This makes comparisons with517

satellite retrievals from the top of the atmosphere difficult to compare, not least because518

of uncertainty in the satellite retrievals themselves, which is a useful subject for further519

study against SOCRATES data.520

Because model formulations with different cloud microphysics (i.e., CAM6 and CAM5)521

have different high latitude cloud feedbacks, it is critical to understand and constrain522

the phase partitioning and cloud microphysics of S. Ocean clouds. In this case, CAM6523

with more supercooled liquid and more positive cloud feedbacks (and higher climate sen-524

sitivity) looks more physically plausible in the S. Ocean due to better cloud phase sim-525

ulation.526

These results should be tested against different scales of cloud models for the SOCRATES527

regime, and against different global simulations. In addition, better constraints on in-528

situ observed condensate mass would be useful for better constraining the observations.529

There are still large uncertainties in the retrieval of condensate mass from the in-situ cloud530

probes and is thus the focus of a separate manuscript.531

In particular, advanced 2-moment cloud physics schemes such as Gettelman & Mor-532

rison (2015) provide more detail about potential causes for discrepancies against obser-533

vations, and a multi-scale observational approach from in-situ microphysics to satellite534

data provides unprecedented detail that has and can continue to help guide model im-535

provements in this critical region for climate projections.536
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